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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Experiences applying standards in personal health devices (PHDs) show an inherent trade-

off  between interoperability and costs (in terms of processing load and development time).

Therefore, reducing hardware and software costs as well as time-to-market is crucial for

standards adoption. The ISO/IEEE11073 PHD family of standards (also referred to as X73PHD)

provides interoperable communication between PHDs and aggregators. Nevertheless, the

responsibility of achieving inexpensive implementations of X73PHD in limited resource

microcontrollers falls directly on the developer. Hence, the authors previously presented

a  methodology based on patterns to implement X73-compliant PHDs into devices with low-

voltage low-power constraints. That version was based on multitasking, which required

additional features and resources. This paper therefore presents an event-driven evolution

of  the patterns-based methodology for cost-effective development of standardized PHDs.

The  results of comparing between the two versions showed that the mean values of decrease

in  memory consumption and cycles of latency are 11.59% and 45.95%, respectively. In addi-

tion,  several enhancements in terms of cost-effectiveness and development time can be

derived from the new version of the methodology. Therefore, the new approach could help

in  producing cost-effective X73-compliant PHDs, which in turn could foster the adoption of

standards.
©  2014 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1.  Introduction

Nowadays, developed and emerging economies are fostering
solutions that enhance the healthcare quality, for example,
by offering new services based on technological systems [1].
Population demands, however, may challenge the budgetary
balance, since such services are offered depending – among
other factors – on the associated cost [2]. Affordable per-
sonal health devices (PHDs) will therefore play a crucial role
in new telemonitoring scenarios. At the same time, stan-
dardization of PHDs has been found as a key enabler for the
provision of high quality services [3]. However, the application
of standards in PHDs presents an inherent trade-off between
interoperability and processing load. Therefore, developing
implementation methodologies able to limit the processing
load to a minimum is of utmost importance.

The ISO/IEEE11073 (X73) family of standards for PHDs
(X73PHD) is aimed at providing seamless integration of PHDs
into personal health solutions [4]. However, while it facilitates
the exchange of medical measurements in a transparent way,
the complexity of the protocol requires higher performance
hardware in comparison to non-standardized ad-hoc proto-
cols [5].

All these previous considerations led the authors to pro-
pose a patterns-based methodology as a solution to optimize
the implementation of PHDs with low-voltage low-power
(LV–LP) constrains [6] (hereinafter referred to as version 1.0).
The patterns-based approach relied on the low variability
between the fields of the X73PHD-compliant frames. This
method has been applied during 3 years in the NAsisTIC
project [7], as well as in other related experiences [8–10]. Ver-
sion 1.0 was based on the multitasking paradigm. This implied
the need of a module that provides some operating sys-
tem features – threading and inter-process communications
(IPC). Such features required additional resources, especially
in terms of processor cycles, as well as a more  complex pro-
graming and debugging process. Hence there was a need to
thoroughly revise and refine the principles defining version
1.0 of the methodology. Thus, the main objective of this work
is to define an improved version, hereinafter referred to as
version 2.0. Particularly, the specific objectives include testing
version 2.0 and comparing the results to version 1.0.

This paper therefore presents the new event-driven,
patterns-based methodology and discusses the lessons
learned from a 3-year experience using the previously pro-
posed methodology. The new software architecture, along
with the enhanced methodology, is presented in Section 2.
Results are provided in Section 3. A comprehensive discussion
of the results is conducted in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2.  Materials  and  methods

The X73PHD standard is aimed at providing an interoper-
able interface between PHDs and gateways (also referred
to as “agents” and “managers” in X73PHD, respectively).
To do that, X73PHD specifies an application layer for this
agent-to-manager point-to-point communication based on

the concepts of the Domain Information Model (DIM), the
service model, and the Finite State Machine (FSM). On one
hand, the DIM is an object oriented static model that repre-
sents data managed by agents. On the other hand, the service
model and FSM define the dynamic behavior that allows man-
agers to interoperate with agents and access their DIMs.  The
X73PHD family is mainly specified in the optimized exchange
protocol (X73-20601) and PHD specializations (X73-104yy). The
former defines a general framework and a general PHD model
to virtually define any possible PHD configuration, whereas
the latter detail particularizations of the general model to a
specific class or type of PHD (such as blood pressures, ther-
mometers, medication monitors, etc.).

The interactions between the agent and the manager can
be observed in the transport layer as application protocol
data units (APDUs). The APDUs are usually generated for each
transaction of DIM-related objects and attributes. Neverthe-
less, considering a specific agent configuration and a specific
type of APDU, many  parts of the APDU are fixed in position (off-
set from APDU’s beginning) and content. Most of these fields
are a consequence of using medical device encoding rules
(MDER) encoding and meta-information included in Abstract
Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) structures and they can be com-
puted very efficiently without needing to encode/decode the
whole APDU. For example, length fields can be obtained as
the remaining length of the APDU. Others would be directly
generated from the measurements (value and time stamp). In
this context, the authors defined the APDU-pattern as a set of
rules that can be used to analyze and synthesize a specific type
of APDU in a specific agent configuration. The patterns-based
methodology is based on this concept to limit the overhead
due to APDU management.

Version 1.0 of the patterns-based methodology and the
high level software architecture is shown in Fig. 1(a), lying
between the application and transport layers. In this figure,
the influence of the IPC and threading module is shown,
which adds complexity and need for resources. In this paper,
an evolution of this concept is presented. The new software
architecture (version 2.0) is shown in Fig. 1(b), also lying
between the application and transport layers. In this new
version, the dependency with the IPC and threading mod-
ule has been eliminated. The application layer adapts agent
inputs to the X73PHD Kernel. The Pattern Library logically
represents the collection of APDU patterns for an agent config-
uration as mentioned above. The X73PHD Kernel manages the
X73PHD protocol state, analyzing and synthesizing APDUs in
an X73PHD communication, as defined by the Pattern Library.
This program is driven by the application layer and man-
ages the transport layer. The transport layer interface provides
methods to the X73PHD Kernel to initiate a connection pro-
cedure, to stop a connection, to abort it, to send and APDU
and to receive APDUs. There can be several reliable or best
effort channels, which are used according to the X73PHD core
document (ISO/IEEE11073-20601).

The idea of APDU patterns is useful to explain the funda-
mentals of the patterns-based methodology. Nevertheless, in
terms of software, the Patterns Library is usually embedded
into the analysis and synthesis source code, making them dif-
ficult to be differentiated. There are three main algorithms,
which manage the X73PHD. These correspond to the APDU
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